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Abstract: Although steam is widely used in industrial production, there is often an imbalance
between steam supply and demand, which ultimately results in steam waste. To solve this problem,
steam accumulators (SAs) can be used as thermal energy storage and buffer units. However, it is
difficult to promote the application of SAs due to high investment costs, which directly depend on the
usage volume. Thus, the operation of SAs should be optimized to reduce initial investment through
volume minimization. In this work, steam sources (SSs) are classified into two types: controllable
steam sources (CSSs) and uncontrollable steam sources (UCSSs). A basic oxygen furnace (BOF) was
selected as an example of a UCSS to study the optimal operation of an SA with a single BOF and
sets of parallel-operating BOFs. In another case, a new method whereby CSSs cooperate with SAs is
reported, and the mathematical model of the minimum necessary thermal energy storage capacity
(NTESC) is established. A solving program for this mathematical model is also designed. The results
show that for UCSSs, applying an SA in two parallel-operating SSs requires less capacity than that
required between a single SS and its consumer. For CSSs, the proposed minimum NTESC method
can effectively find the optimal operation and the minimum volume of an SA. The optimized volume
of an SA is smaller than that used in practice, which results in a better steam storage effect.

Keywords: steam accumulator (SA); optimal operation; minimum volume; steam source (SS);
necessary thermal energy storage capacity (NTESC)

1. Introduction

Steam has been used as a heating or power source in various industries, including chemical,
dyeing, pharmaceutical, and electrical industries [1–4]. However, some steam is discharged directly
into the atmosphere due to underdeveloped equipment and recovery techniques. The Chinese steel
industry can be used as an example. The waste heat recovery rate of large- and medium-scale steel
plants in China is approximately 25.8%. This leaves room for further recycling and recovery [5].

The boiler is a major device in a steam system used in industrial production and residential
heating. In countries like China, the actual operating thermal efficiency of a boiler is only approximately
57%, which is much lower than its designed thermal efficiency [6]. For steam supply systems with
boilers as a steam source (SS), there generally exists an imbalance between steam generation and
steam demand. Because of the intermittently operated steam users, the amount of steam consumed
shifts frequently, and thus, the steam demand often fluctuates. Therefore, the boiler combustion
or feedwater capacity is usually adjusted to keep the boiler pressure stable. It has been shown
by Tanton et al. [7] that the thermal efficiency of a boiler decreases with increasing load fluctuation
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frequency. In addition, Elman [8] concluded that the thermal efficiency of a boiler reduces with the
increase in load disturbance amplitude.

To balance the steam load between SSs and consumers, steam accumulators (SAs) are used
as thermal energy storage and buffer units [9,10], which improves the operating condition and
supplied steam quality of boilers, thus saving large amounts of energy. With the development of
energy-saving technologies and devices, SAs are employed in various fields outside of boiler systems.
This widespread use can be attributed to the main advantages of higher energy storage performance,
rapid steam discharge rate, and elimination of steam load fluctuation. In a basic oxygen furnace (BOF)
waste heat recovery system, SAs store the intermittently generated steam and then transform the
intermittent steam supply into a continuous and stable SS for a turbine. Additionally, as an important
part of the steam catapult of a warship, marine SAs have the additional characteristics of short charging
and discharging time, large instantaneous steam consuming, etc. In a solar thermal power system,
SAs can generate a continuous flow of saturated steam when solar radiation fluctuates in order to
make the thermal power system run smoothly without interruptions [11–13].

Previous studies focused on the thermodynamic performance of SAs. Some models [10,11,14] are
based on the thermal equilibrium between the liquid and steam phase, although a substantial deviation
from thermal equilibrium could exist in SAs during rapid steam storage or release. To overcome the
drawbacks of the equilibrium SA model, the non-equilibrium model of SA operation was developed
by Studovic and Stevanovic [15]. Additionly, Stevanovic et al. [16,17] developed a non-equilibrium
method to evaluate the SA, and compared the results with equilibrium situations.

In SA modelling, Maklakov et al. [18] studied the factors influencing the stable operation of
an SA. Walter and Linzer [19] analyzed the stable mass flow and energy flow in an SA. Liu [20]
established a theoretical model to discuss the change in the wall temperature of SAs, concluding
that the imbalance of the temperature field inside the SA leads to the resultant irreversible energy
loss. To improve the thermal efficiency of SAs, Yang and Manning [21], Steinmann and Eck [22],
and Su et al. [23] investigated SAs in industrial plants, and the results of these industrial experiments
provided theoretical bases for SA design and optimization.

Engelhardt et al. [24] developed an approximate, yet accurate method for calculating average
volume concentrations of impurities and corrosion products in an SA. Cao [25] analyzed the necessary
thermal energy storage capacity (NETSC) and established a calculation model from an economic
perspective. Valenzuela et al. [26] discussed the control scheme of the direct steam generation in solar
boilers. All of these previous studies contributed greatly to the design and application of SAs.

However, as an effective and efficient energy storage and buffer unit, their true application has
not yet been fully satisfied. Currently, even in situations that SAs can meet steam demands, boilers
are more common than SAs because the initial investment and land occupied are similar but SAs do
not generate steam directly. It is expected that a minimum, yet reasonable volume may promote the
application of SAs, as the investment required for an SA depends largely on its volume. In addition,
the characteristics of SS affect its function in the supply system, and a wide variety of SSs could supply
steam for SAs. Thus, in this work, SSs are divided into two types: controllable and uncontrollable,
while the optimal operation and minimum volume of an SA are studied.

2. Principle of SA and Classification of SSs

2.1. SA Operation Principle

The operating status of an SA consists of a steam storage process and a steam release process,
as shown in Figure 1. The two processes and their operation principles are as follows:

• Steam storage process: The pressure of steam from a high-temperature SS is higher than that inside
the SA. When the steam inlet valve is open, steam flows into the SA automatically. The saturated
water and saturated steam with relatively low temperature and pressure is stored in the SA,
to which high-temperature steam is added. Through rapid heat exchange, the high-temperature
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steam is cooled, and the previously mentioned saturated water and steam are heated to a higher
temperature to form a new equilibrium state. As the steam storage process continues, it sees a
steady rise in the temperature of the water and steam inside the SA, followed by an increasing
pressure and water level. Once the internal pressure reaches the specified maximum value, the
steam inlet valve closes, and the steam storage process ends. As shown in Figure 2, during the
steam storage process, the pressure rises from the specified minimum value p2 to the maximum
p1, and the steam is condensed, leading to an increase in the water enthalpy along the saturated
liquid line at the left side of Figure 2.

• Steam release process: This is an inverse process of the steam storage process detailed above.
When the SA provides steam for users, the valve at the steam outlet is open. Since the pressure in
the steam pipe is lower than that in the SA, the saturated steam in the SA releases automatically
under the pressure difference, resulting in a lower pressure inside the SA. When the internal
pressure is lower than the saturation pressure corresponding to the temperature of water stored,
the saturated water becomes superheated, and the water boils immediately to evaporate as
saturated steam. At this point the water temperature and water level in the SA drop until they
have decreased to the specified minimum value, at which point the steam outlet valve closes,
and the steam release process ends. During this process, the pressure decreases from p1 to p2,
as shown in Figure 2, meaning that the superheated water converts to saturated water, and thus,
the water enthalpy reduces along the saturated liquid line.
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2.2. SS Classification

Usually, SSs are divided into high-, medium-, and low-pressure according to their pressure. In this
study, another classification system is used according to the controllability of SS:

• Controllable steam source (CSS): The steam generation process is of considerable controllability,
and therefore, the steam’s flow rate, pressure, and temperature are steady, change periodically,
or can be controlled easily, e.g., coal-fired boiler and other station boilers.

• Uncontrollable steam source (UCSS): This type generally has the following characteristics: (a) The
generation of the steam is influenced by other factors, even randomly intermittent factors; (b) the
flow rate of the steam supplied fluctuates frequently; and (c) the temperature and pressure of the
steam supplied vary significantly over a large range. It is hard to control the flow rate, pressure,
and temperature of steam from UCSSs. Examples include solar thermal plants, incinerators fueled
by municipal solid wastes, and basic oxygen furnace (BOF) waste heat power generation.

In both CSSs and UCSSs, SAs are installed between SSs and steam consumers. They can not only
exponentially increase the instant steam supply capacity but also stabilize the flow rate, pressure, and
temperature of steam supplied at an expected range. Thus, they work both as a thermal energy storage
unit and as a buffer unit in the steam supply system, especially for intermittent and fluctuating SSs or
steam consumers.

3. Mathematical Model of Steam Accumulator (SA) Operation Optimization

3.1. SA Operation Optimization for UCSS

As mentioned above, the steam generation of UCSSs is easily affected by other random factors,
is usually intermittent and frequently fluctuates. Thus, it is of great importance to optimize the
operation of SA for UCSSs.

The operating pressure of SAs change within the specified range. The specified maximum value,
called charging pressure (p1 in Figure 2), is the highest pressure at the end of the steam storage process.
The specified minimum value, called discharging pressure (p2 in Figure 2), is the lowest pressure at the
end of steam release process.

The thermal energy storage capacity (TESC) of an SA is the amount of steam mass, or steam
thermal energy, generated from the SA from p1 down to p2. For a fixed SA and SS with certain
parameters, TESC is determined by the difference between the charging pressure and the discharging
pressure. TESC can be increased by increasing the difference between the charging and discharging
pressures. For a specified pressure difference, TESC decreases with the increase in discharging pressure.
However, the charging pressure cannot be raised freely due to limited pressure of SS and steam pipe
resistance. Additionally, discharging pressure is limited by the minimum steam pressure demanded
by steam consumers as well as the pipe resistance.

Charging pressure is set as p1, and discharging pressure is set as p2. According to the definition
mentioned above,

p1 = pSS − ∆p1, (1)

p2 = pSC + ∆p2, (2)

where pSS and pSC are the pressures of SS and steam consumers respectively, measured in MPa; ∆p1 is
the pressure drop from SS to SA, due to the pipe resistance, measured in MPa; and ∆p2 is the pressure
drop from SA to steam consumers, measured in MPa.

The TESCs of the metal part of the SA and vapor phase are neglected because they are much
lower than in the water phase in SA. When calculating, only the TESC of the water phase is considered;
thus, the volume of an SA can be calculated by:

V =
G

g× η × ϕ
(3)
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where V is the volume of SA, measured in m3; G is the necessary thermal energy storage capacity
(NTESC) of SA, measured in kJ (in caloric) or kg (in mass); η is the SA efficiency and is between 0.98
and 0.99; ϕ is water filling coefficient, which is defined as the ratio of water filling volume to the
total SA volume and is approximately 0.9; and g is specific thermal energy storage capacity (STESC),
which is defined as the TESC of 1 m3 water from the full storage state to the completely released state,
measured in kJ/m3 (in caloric) or kg/m3 (in mass).

The STESC can be determined by two methods: one based on the principle of energy balance,
and the other by integrating the steam release equation. In regards to the energy balance method, it is
assumed that x kg steam will be generated when 1 kg saturated water changes from p1 to p2, and thus
the energy balance equation of steam release process is:

Enthalpy of saturated water (before pressure drop) = Enthalpy of released steam
(after pressure drop) + Enthalpy of remaining saturated water (after pressure drop).

In this study, enthalpies are measured by average values. Then,

h′1 = x

(
h′′1 + h′′2

2

)
+ (1− x)h′2 (4)

where x is the amount of steam generated per unit water at p2, measured in kg-steam/kg-water; h′1 and
h′2 are the enthalpy of saturated water at p1 and p2, respectively, measured in kJ/kg; h′′1 and h′′2 are the
enthalpy of saturated steam at p1 and p2, respectively, measured in kJ/kg.

According to Equation (4), STESC can be expressed as:

g = x× ρ1 = ρ1 ×
h′1 − h′2(

h′′1 +h′′2
2

)
− h′2

, (5)

where ρ1 is the density of saturated water at p1, measured in kg/m3.
As for the integral method, it is assumed that X kg water is contained in the SA. The thermal

energy of dq (in kJ/kg) will be released when the pressure inside the SA decreases from p to (p− ∆p).
In addition, the released thermal energy makes dX kg water flash to vapor. The evaporation latent
heat of water is r, then

Xdq = rdX (6)

thereby
dX
X

=
dq
r

=
dq/T
r/T

=
ds′

r/T
(7)

where ds′ = dq/T is the entropy change of water, kJ/(kg·K), and T is the absolute temperature of
water, K.

Integrating Equation (7) from p1 to p2 yields

ln
X2

X1
=
∫ p2

p1

ds′

r/T
(8)

where X1 and X2 are the amount of water at pressure p1 and p2, respectively.
Thus, the STESC can be calculated as

g =
X1 − X2

X1
× ρ1 = ρ1 ×

(
1− e

∫ p2
p1

ds′
r/T

)
(9)

According to Equation (9), the STESCs under various charging and discharging pressures are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Specific thermal energy storage capacities (STESCs) under different charging and discharging
pressures (in kg/m3).

Disharing
Pressure (MPa)

Charging Pressure (MPa)

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4

0.2 66 74 81 87 99 110 115 119 127 136 143 149
0.3 48 57 65 71 84 95 99 104 113 121 127 134
0.4 33 42 50 57 69 81 86 91 100 108 116 122
0.5 22 31 39 46 59 70 76 80 90 97 106 112
0.6 - - 28 34 47 59 65 69 78 87 95 102
0.7 - - - - 38 50 56 61 70 78 86 92
0.8 - - - - - - 47 53 63 71 78 84
0.9 - - - - - - - 44 55 63 70 76
1.0 - - - - - - - - 47 56 64 70
1.1 - - - - - - - - - 49 57 63
1.2 - - - - - - - - - 43 50 56

NTESC should be analyzed and calculated based on the real SS condition, the fluctuation
regulation of steam consumption load, and the structure of the steam supply system. Initially, it
is recommended to work out the average load line according to the real-time steam consumption load
curve. Figure 3 is a steam consumption load curve during a cycle. The function of the curve is:

Q = f (t) (10)

where Q is the real-time steam consumption load, t/h; t is time, in h; f is the function that presents the
relationship between Q and t.

The average steam load can be expressed as:

Q =
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

f (t)dt (11)

where Q is the average steam consumption load, measured in t/h; t1 and t2 are beginning time and end
time, respectively, measured in h.

Then, the difference between real-time load curve and average load line is calculated, and the
difference integrated to obtain the integral curve, as shown in Figure 4. The difference between the
maximum and minimum points in Figure 4 is the NTESC:

G = ∆Qmax − ∆Qmin (12)
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3.2. SA Operation Optimization for CSS

The steam generation process of a CSS has considerable controllability, and thus, the flow rate,
pressure, and temperature of the generated steam can be controlled. It is of great significance to
optimize the cooperation of a CSS and an SA. However, SA designers routinely determine the volume
of an SA according to steam users without considering its cooperation with a CSS. If it is considered,
the operation of an SA and a CSS such as a boiler will be regulated to interact with each other, leading
to a minimum SA volume and investment cost.

In a cycle, the steam consumption load is Q(t), and the boiler’s operating load is M(t); thus, the
amount of steam that should be stored or released is C(t) = M(t)− Q(t). If C(t) > 0, the SA works
in steam storage case, whereas if C(t) < 0, the SA works in steam release case. By integrating C(t),
the NTESC can be obtained.

Given that a boiler is generally described by its daily load curve, one day is chosen as a cycle with
a time length of 24 h. The number of load records in one hour is R, so the number of total load records
is 24R, labelled S = 1, 2, . . . , 24R. Q(t) can be determined by fitting the 24R load records. The allowed
maximum number of changing boiler loads in a cycle is assumed as N, i.e., the allowed maximum
segments is N. According to practical experience for a boiler, a load change per 2–3 h has very little
influence on its thermal efficiency. The time span between two adjacent load changes is set as L, which
is no less than 2 or 3 h.

There are several feasible segmentation schemes satisfying the requirements of N, L, R, and
S mentioned above. The optimal segmentation scheme is the one with the lowest NTESC among
the feasible schemes. Assume the load record labelled s is the starting time of a cycle. For the k-th
segmentation scheme, the beginning time of segment i is bi = ti−1, and the end time is ei = ti. In segment
i, the operating load of the boiler at time t is:

M(t) =
t− ti−1

ti − ti−1

∫ ti

ti−1

Q(t)dt. (13)

A set of bi and ei (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) specifies a segmentation scheme k. If the value of S changes from
1 to 24R, the total number of segments is K:

K =


1, (N = 1)

24R− N × R× L + 1, (N = 2)

1
2

24R−NRL+1
∑

PN−2=1

PN−2

∑
PN−3=1

· · ·
P3
∑

P2=1

P2
∑

P1=1
P1(P1 + 1), (N ≥ 3)

(14)

where P denotes the permissible value of a cut-point in a segment.
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For specified L and N, the minimization of NTESC can be expressed as:

minG = Cmax − Cmin;
s.t. bi = 1, eN = 24R,

LR(i− 1) + 1 ≤ bi ≤ 24R− LR(N − i + 1), f or i = 2, 3, . . . , N,
bi+1 − bi ≥ LR, f or i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1,
ei = bi+1 − 1, f or i = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1,

S = 1, 2, . . . , 24R,
k = 1, 2, . . . , K.

(15)

To solve the minimization problem (15) to obtain the minimum NTESC and optimal segmentation
scheme from all feasible schemes, an optimization algorithm should be developed. The basic process
for solving this problem is shown in Figure 5, where a cycle is divided into two segments to be
integrated. For each segment, M(t) and C(t) can be calculated by Equation (13) from beginning time bi
to end time ei. Starting from scheme A, e1 and b2 is changed gradually and recalculated until scheme B.
Then, the starting time of a cycle should change in turn within sets of S, i.e., b1 changes from 1 to 2 to 3,
all the way until to 24R; while e2 changes from 24R to 1, to 2, until (24R − 1). The above process is
repeated to calculate all feasible two-segment schemes.
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Figure 5. Basic process of model solving.

When the number of segments reaches N, the exhaustive segmentation schemes can be determined
via multiple recursive calls of a basic process. Finally, the optimal scheme, i.e., the minimum NTESC,
can be screened out. Note that the beginning time and end time of segment i (see Figure 6) are within
the ranges: {

ei−1 + LR + 1 ≤ bi ≤ 24R− LR(N − i + 1),
bi + LR ≤ ei ≤ 24R− LR(N − i).

(16)

The whole process for solving this problem is illustrated in Figure 7.
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4. Case Results and Discussion

4.1. SA Cooperating with a UCSS

There is a marked steam fluctuation in a BOF waste heat recovery system. The smelting cycle is
approximately 30–40 min, of which the oxygen blowing period is approximately 10–16 min. Steam is
recovered only during the blowing period. SAs gather the fluctuating and intermittently generated
steam and supply that steam to users in a continuous and steady manner.

In a steel-making branch plant of Ansteel, China, there are two BOFs with a nominal capacity
of 260 t. Table 2 lists the parameters and Figure 8 shows the steam generation curve of a 260 t BOF.
It can be seen from Figure 8 that the oxygen blowing period starts from 9′30” and ends at 24′30”.
From Equation (11), the average steam generation during the oxygen blowing period and the whole
smelting cycle can be obtained as follows: the average value of blowing period is 120.64 t/h, and the
average value of smelting cycle is 51.70 t/h. The amount of generated steam in one smelting cycle
is 30.16 t. Note that there are two peaks. This is because a second oxygen blowing period is usually
conducted after the first one, according to the liquid steel detection result of the first blowing period,
with the purpose of controlling the carbon content in the liquid steel.
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Table 2. Parameters of basic oxygen furnaces (BOFs), steam accumulators (SAs), and generated steam.

Item Value Unit

nominal capacity of BOF 260 t
smelting cycle of BOF 35 min

oxygen blowing period of BOF 15 min
pressure of generated steam 2.45 MPa

temperature of generated steam 223 ◦C
charging pressure of SA 2.40 MPa

discharging pressure of SA 1.05 MPa
water filling coefficient of SA 0.90 -

thermal efficiency of SA 0.99 -
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According to the real-time steam generation curve and average steam generation line shown in
Figure 8, the NTESC is 17.24 t from Equation (12), as found via integral calculation.

The charging pressure of the SA is the difference between the pressure of steam from the BOF and
pipe resistance and has a value of 2.40 MPa. In addition, the discharging pressure is the sum of the
pressure of the steam entering the turbines and the pipe resistance and has a value of 1.05 MPa.

The enthalpy of steam can be obtained once the charging pressure and discharging pressure are
calculated. From Equation (5) and Table 1, the STESC is 74.6 kg/m3. The water filling coefficient is 0.9,
and the thermal efficiency of the SA is 0.99. The volume of the SA for each BOF can be calculated from
Equation (3) as 259.30 m3.

With the development of BOF smelting and energy recovery technologies, BOF upgrades towards
the large-scale direction, and the amount of steam generated increases. Therefore, it is almost a certainty
that the amount of steam needing to be stored or released will rise in the near future. However, the
cost of SAs is currently too high to be employed in these cases. An SA cooperating with sets of
parallel-operating BOFs may be a more optimized solution that can be economically employed in
future steam systems.

To minimize the steam generation peak value, two BOFs blow oxygen in turn, as shown in
Figure 9. A smelting cycle is schematically depicted in a rectangle around a dashed line. The starting
time is set at 2′30′′ later than when BOF #B ends its oxygen blowing. The oxygen blowing period of
BOF #A starts from 1′30′′ to 16′30′′, while BOF #B blows from 18′30′′ to 33′30′′. Therefore, the case
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where two BOFs generate steam at the same time can be effectively avoided. The steam generation is
shown in Figure 10. The average steam generation during the oxygen blowing period and the whole
smelting cycle can be obtained by Equation (11).
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It can be seen from Figure 10 that for two parallel-operating BOFs, the average steam generation
during oxygen blowing period is 120.64 t/h, and the average value during the whole smelting cycle
is 103.40 t/h. According to the real-time steam generation curve and average steam generation
line of two parallel-operating BOFs shown in Figure 10, the NTESC is 8.62 t from Equation (12) via
integral calculation. The charging pressure and discharging pressure of the SA cooperating with two
parallel-operating BOFs are also 2.40 MPa and 1.05 MPa respectively, based on which the enthalpy
of steam can be obtained. The STESC is 74.6 kg/m3 from Equation (5). Additionally, the water
filling coefficient is 0.9, and the thermal efficiency of the SA is 0.99. Thus, the volume of the SA
for the two parallel-operating BOFs is 129.69 m3 according to Equation (3). Compared with the SA
cooperating with a single BOF, the volume of SA cooperating with two parallel-operating BOFs is
reduced remarkably by 49.98%, with the advantages of less initial investment and less area of land
occupied. Note that the optimization results show that two steam sources cooperating with one SA
performed even better. It should be noted that use of more than two accumulators in a single system is
not discussed in this study.
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4.2. SA Cooperating with a CSS

Shanghai Heavy Machinery Factory was selected as an example of an SA cooperating with a CSS.
In this factory, an SA with the volume of 155 m3 is used in the steam supply system. The relevant
parameters are listed in Table 3, and the steam consumption load is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen
from Figure 11 that the steam is generated at a constant rate. However, the steam demand of steam
consumers varies with time.

Table 3. Parameters of SA.

Item Value Unit

charging pressure of SA 1.50 MPa
discharging pressure of SA 0.40 MPa

water filling coefficient of SA 0.90 -
thermal efficiency of SA 0.99 -
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Figure 11. Daily steam consumption load curve. The dashed line denotes the steam generation;
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generation and steam consumption.

The record of steam load in this factory is R = 1. To ensure a relatively high thermal efficiency of the
boiler, the time span between two adjacent load changes is set as L ≥ 3. Thus, the number of segments
is between 1 and 8. The optimal operation scheme and minimum NTESC can be achieved based on
Figure 7. The optimized scheme has five segments: 6:00–9:00, 9:00–12:00, 12:00–15:00, 15:00–18:00,
and 18:00–6:00. The steam load curve is presented in Figure 12. Compared with the current operation
scheme shown in Figure 11, the steam generation is no longer a constant value throughout the day.

The NTESC of the optimal scheme is 9.064 t from Equation (12). The charging pressure and
discharging pressure of the SA are 1.5 MPa and 0.4 MPa, respectively, from which the STESC can be
calculated to be 86 kg/m3 via either Equation (5) or Table 1. The water filling coefficient is 0.9, and the
thermal efficiency of the SA is 0.99. Thus, according to Equation (3), the volume of the SA is 116 m3.
Compared with the current 155 m3 SA, the volume of the optimized operational setup is only 116 m3,
which also satisfies the steam consumption load of steam users. The volume reduction rate is 25.16%.

In addition, by comparing Figures 11 and 12, it can be seen that the load difference between steam
generation and steam consumption of the optimal setup is between −8.94 t/h and 6.76 t/h, while the
current operation is between −12.33 t/h and 3.42 t/h. The maximum load difference of the optimal
operation is reduced 27.49% compared to that of the current setup.
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Figure 12. Load diagram of the optimal operation scheme. The dashed line denotes the steam
generation; the short dot denotes the steam consumption; and the solid line denotes the difference
between steam generation and steam consumption.

The steam is stored in the SA for a cycle time of 8 t. The hourly changes accumulated in the TESC
of the optimal operation setup and the current setup are compared in Figure 13. It can be found that
the accumulated TESC of the optimized operation setup is smoother than that of the current setup.
In the optimal setup, the steam storage and release processes appear in turn, and the levels of transient
steam stored and released are equally matched, resulting in a smoother accumulated TESC change.
The difference between the maximum and minimum accumulated TESCs in the optimal setup is 9.66 t,
rather than 12.91 t in the current setup, with a reduction in fluctuating margin of 25.17%.
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Figure 14 compares the steam storage rate and release of the optimal operation setup and the
current setup. The variance of the current setup is 797.35, and the variance of the optimal operational
setup is 614.24, with an increase of 22.96% in stability. According to [18], there is a tendency towards a
non-equilibrium with the increase of steam storage and release rates. Therefore, the optimal operational
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setup has a more uniform temperature field inside the SA, lower thermal loss and exergy loss, and thus,
a better steam storage effect.Energies 2017, 10, 17 14 of 16 
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Figure 14. Comparison of steam storage rate and release rate of the two setups. The dashed line
denotes the current setup; and the solid line denotes the optimal setup.

5. Conclusions

Steam accumulators (SAs) are used in different applications. Based on the operation principle of
an SA and the controllability of steam sources (SSs), SSs are classified in a new way into controllable
steam source (CSS) and uncontrollable steam sources (UCSS). When used as a thermal storage unit,
thermal energy storage capacity (TESC) is the most important factor that should be considered,
while when used as a steam buffer unit, the most important issue is the balance of steam generation
and consumption.

For UCSS, the main functions of the SAs are to store emergency steam, to stabilize the fluctuant
steam generation, and to make the intermittently supplied steam continuous. The operation of an SA
cooperating with a basic oxygen furnace (BOF) as a UCSS has been studied and optimized. It is shown
that the optimal operational setup, an SA cooperating with two parallel-operating BOFs, saves 49.98%
of the SA volume in the investigated application.

For a CSS, the main function of an SA is to buffer and balance the steam generation and
consumption. The mathematical model of the minimum necessary thermal energy storage capacity
(NTESC) has been established and solved. Additionally, the optimal operation of an SA in a heavy
machinery factory is studied by optimizing the minimum NTESC. The optimized volume of the SA is
116 m3, with a volume reduction rate of 25.16%, a maximum transient load difference reduction of
27.49%, a fluctuating margin reduction of 25.17%, and an increase in steam storage and release stability
of 22.96, respectively.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

BOF basic oxygen furnace
CSS controllable steam source
NTESC necessary thermal energy storage capacity
SA steam accumulator
SS steam source
STESC specific thermal energy storage capacity
TESC thermal energy storage capacity
UCSS uncontrollable steam source
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